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Dear friends,
The Reaching Out shelter and our work is

We also realized that building a future for the

about saving and improving lives. Since 1998

victims of trafficking required us to get

we have been serving the victims of one of

involved in efforts to change both legislation

most hideous crimes the humanity has ever

and mentalities. Reaching Out spearheaded

witnessed: trafficking in people.

initiatives to ignite crossborder cooperation
for fighting trafficking and trained law

Over the years we have assisted 470 victims,

enforcement to better respond to the victim's

mostly Romanian women and girls who have

needs.

been enslaved and abused in many European

Since 1998 we have been
serving the victims of
one of most hideous
crimes the humanity has
ever witnessed:
trafficking in people.

countries. We offered them home as well as

We need to continue. Trafficking is still one of

psychological, medical and legal assistance

the most lucrative criminal businesses and

and we made them part of our family. We

too many fall pray to it. In fact, since 2007,

shaped our activities around the needs of this

most of the victims sheltered at Reaching Out

extended family and we provided everybody

are minors, children who need our care.

with long term assistance with victims
spending, on average, one year in the shelter.

We thank you for your support this far and we

We helped many to initiate or continue their

count on your future contribution.

studies, to seek jobs or do whatever it took for
them to rebuild their lives.

Iana Matei
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Reaching out Romania (ROR) was

About
Reaching
Out

A team formed of four social workers, one

registered in March 1999 with the objective of

manager,

one

protecting and reintegrating

tailoring

workshop,

victims of

facilitator

psychologists,

human trafficking into society.

for

worked

two

with

beneficiaries, thus ensuring the
At that moment, Reaching out Romania

the

and

the

presence

of adult supervision 24/7. In 2016 a

(ROR) was the only shelter opened to victims.

new

shelter

was

The purpose of the program was to answer to

because

their immediate needs as identified by the

from Turda, Dej and Cluj who were

girls: a shelter (or a place they could call

exploiting

'home'), protection, psychological assistance,

age

medical assistance.

members

of

the

their

of

opened

10

Rroma
daughters

.

Thus

in

Cluj

community
from
the

the
team

grew with an additional 4

social workers.
Later we identified some major causes of
this phenomenon and in the same time

Accountancy

is

company.

kept

by

an

The

shelter

is

Romania signed and ratified the Palermo

authorized

protocol, which defined for the first time the

under

phenomenon and at the same time created a

monitored 24/7 by a security company.

constant

camera

surveillance,

legislative base not only to fight human
trafficking but also to protect and assist the

Victims are referred to ROR by the

victims, establishing their rights. Taking into

police

consideration all these, and the dynamics of

Department, and NGO's from destination

recruitment

countries.

and

exploitation

methods,

today's program combines, education ( full

officers,
When

Child

Protection

necessary

ROR

organizes direct rescues of victims.

time, part time,vocational school), life skills
crafts),

ROR has a capacity of 12 in Pitesti plus 4

medical as well as psychological assistance,

in Cluj, and helped over 520 victims up to

legal counseling, protection during court

date, out of which 86% keep in touch with

cases, finding an obtaining a work place.

employees.

( cooking, cleaning, budgeting,
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occupancy
timeline
jan.

feb.

mar.

LEAST

MOST

MOST

time spent

time spent

bussiest time

3 days

12 months

march&april
16 persons in shelter

apr.

may

jun.

jul.

aug.

sep.

oct.

nov.

dec.
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sponsors
Velux Fundation

Leonhard Plank

878218, 00 RON

25000.00 EUR

THE PENTECOSTAL
ASSEMBLIES OF CANAD
29252.17 EUR

ROSETTI GEB
CANTACUZINO
SMARANDA
1000.00 RON
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95498 RON
FOOD
plus Christmas
and new years dinner

300600 RON
WAGES

17436 RON
TAX ON LAND

130236 RON

126000 RON

CONSTRUCTIONS
{TRANSIT SHELTER}

Annual
expenses

24000 RON

9168 RON
CAR MAINTENANCE

125400 RON
TAX ON WAGES

MSS
SECURITY

{RON}

31896 RON

TOTAL 2018 EXPENSES

1.123.356 RON

=249634,66 EURO

18300 RON 9300 RON

12000 RON
PHONE & INTERNET

2820 RON
INSURANCE

7044 RON
PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION

360 RON
CABLE

LEGAL FEES

48036 RON
PETROL

5808 RON
DOCTOR

ELECTRICITY

HEATING

HYGIENIC AND CLEANING
PRODUCTS
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73399 RON
LAVANDER
FARM MACHINERY

10080 RON 9900 RON
DENTIST

6048 RON
BANK FEES
AND EXCHANGE
RATE LOSS

CLOTHES

60000 RON
LAVANDER FARM
WEEDING &
HARVESTING
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Prince charming
and the Golden
Manea*

Maneá (Turkish. mani; pl. manéle), lirical
Turkish song, with erotic/love content, also
found in the Romanian Countries. Nowadays
is perceived as a low quality Romanian music,
a mix between Indian, Turkish and Serbian
songs. The poor grammar lyrics talk about
love, troubles, cars, women, wealth, enemies
etc.(dex-online.ro & urbandictionary)
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Chapter 1. Prince Charming

with some friends of my friend, people who I

and beautiful words with him, actually. And I

wasn't very fond of and they were listening to

believed every single one of them. He even

manele*. This I was really not fond of. Still,

brought me chocolates. Sour cherry liquor

I was 14 and a month old. It was a very hot

every time I was passing by, he would turn on

chocolates. “Because they had ran out of the

summer that year and, even though we were

the music so loud, that I could not help myself

cherry liquor ones.” He looked at me with this

in the last days of this season, the only

hearing the lyrics:

incredibly kind look and he showed so much
interest and he payed so much attention to

moment of the day when you could take a
breath of cool air was in the evening. So I was

You brought me to the edge of desperation,

everything I was saying... No one had ever

having long night strolls. I was wearing this

Cruel heart, can't you just see?

done that before.

favorite dress of mine, one with lots of

Can't you see how much it hurts me?
I let him keep me company in my walks. He

cherries on. I was wearing it almost every day,
actually.

I would turn on my pod even louder and

was interested in the music I was listening to,

I had a friend that strolled along with me. But

speed up the pace. One night, my friend came

so I shared it with him. He knew the songs.

at one point, she used to leave our walks to

to me and asked me really really nice to talk to

And he asked me not to think less of him

hang out with some other friends of hers. I

the guy. I said no. She insisted and started

because of the manele thing. He was fond of

didn’t mind that. In fact, I liked walking by

telling me how I am such a wild out of the

them because they were close to his heart,

myself, listening to the R&B music that gave

forrest girl and that if I keep it up, I would

they were literally his life put in words: lots of

me this strong belief that one day I would

most likely end up all alone. She went on

trouble mixed with a pinch of good news. I

leave this hood and I would be somebody in

saying that he was one of the good guys and

could understand that. I really could. And he

this lifetime and that I would also meet him,

that he really liked me a lot and that he only

also told me that this manea, with the

my Prince Charming.

asks for a chance to talk to me. Nothing more.

desperation lyrics, was his Golden Manea.

I gave in.

Joy and sorrow just all melted down in this
one. “Starting from now on it's your manea.

Every night, I noticed a boy who was
obviously looking at me. He was checking me

“Cherry girl”, that's what he called me. He

out

carefully and surprisingly nice. He

spoke really nice words to me. I wasn't used to

seemed older than me, he was hanging out

these kind of nice words. He had all the right

Ours.”, he added.
He had this nice car and he used to pick me up
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every day from school. He told me he couldn't
bear the thought of someone messing with
me. From now on, I was his greatest worry,
because I was also his greatest love. And I
deserved all his attention. I never knew how it

Overall
shelter data

felt to deserve this kind of attention. From
anybody, never before...and all these love
proofs. He was genuinely interested in
everything about me. He always wanted to
know where I was, what I was up to.
Maybe he really was my Prince Charming.
Actually, I'm certain. The Cherry Girl, Prince
Charming and The Golden Manea. I even
started writing a story about us, in my
journal.

16 16 14,3
PERSONS WERE
SHELTERED IN 2018

GENDER

SHELTERED VICTIMS’
AVERAGE AGE
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Chapter 2.
Life, Just Like a Manea. A
Golden One
6 months and one day old. Our anniversary.

debt. He had to go to Italy to come up with the

boyfriend, who was always treating me badly.

money. Some friends were working in the

Bad in ways people wouldn't believe possible,

building construction business and he could

not even mom believed it was possible. Until

make some good money there. He had to

she caught him forcing me. And only then she

leave in a week. That was right when my

found the strength to throw him out. That was

winter holiday started. He begged me to go

when grandma came to live with us.

with him. I didn't want to.
Granny didn't want me to leave with my

Each time, he would bring me flowers or
chocolates or he would take me out

You really burned my heart

Prince chARMING. Mom..she wasn't sure. In

somewhere or we would leave for the

But I won't let us be apart.

the end, her heart melted. She felt sorry for

mountains. Now he was waiting in the car for

I could hear it loud and clear coming out of

the poor boy. This is how I ended up flying to

me, with a sad and worried face and listening

the car stereo.

Rome, for the first time in my life. I was
supposed to come back in a week, by myself.

to the golden manea:
“Can't you just sell the car?” I asked, tears

He had all the tickets with him. I never saw

You brought me to the edge of desperation,

stumbling upon my cheeks. It wasn't enough.

them, but...I didn't have to. I trusted him

Cruel heart, can't you just see?

“Can I do something to help?”

completely.

Can't you see how much it hurts me?

“Just be there.” He took a hold of my hands

What a cruel heart you've got,

and begged me not to let him go and promise

There we were, in Italy. In his friends'

You take my air,

to just be there. Leave with him. What was he

apartment. There were many more girls than

You let me die and you don't care.

to do without me? He was begging me to go,

boys in there. And they all seemed so much

at least now, for the winter holiday.

older than me. I was about to find out that

His left eye was bruised and his lip swallowed.

only a few were actually older. As for the

I was scared. He told me he'd gotten into

He payed a visit to my family. He had a talk

rest...well, they were just having a damn well

some trouble, but he didn't want to worry me.

with mom and grandma. Dad wasn't there

done make-up on.

He didn't want to tell me, but I insisted.

because...he was never there, to begin with.

That's how I found out that he was in serious

The only fake dad I ever had was my mom's

They showed us our room. That is where I
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first heard the words: “Actually, if you'd

“Don't be scared, baby. I hate to do this to you

my face down, worm blood coming out of my

wanted...there's a way to help...” This is when

but...I have to. There's no other way. I'll dress

nose. “Why do you have to make me do this to

I found out that I also could bring in some

you up in some really nice clothes, even better

you? Why?”

money. In the end of the day, all his debts

than the cherry dress and you'll learn to make

were because of me: candies, my adenoid

yourself really beautiful with some make-up

You must know deep down that this is all

removal

and you will help me. There's a bar two blocks

you're good at. What else can you do? Can you

gasoline...he was just pouring them all now.

away from here...clients...the more, the

sweep floors or wash toilets? No. Because this

In the living room, where all those people

better...after you pay those checks...you'll be

is the only thing that you're good at. It's your

were gathered, all the checks from everything

able to leave.” my hearing failed at some

thing. Have you ever wondered why your

he ever spent with me..were also gathered.

point. I was refusingr to accept that this was

mom's man did those things to you? Because

The cherry liquor chocolates, because they

actually happening.

he saw who you really are. Because this is

surgery,

the

school

driving

what you're worth, you winy bitch!

had ran out of sour cherry...they were there,
I was crying my heart out, all shaky and ...just

Look what you've done! You really brought

couldn't believe it. At first, I thought it was all

me up to the edge of desperation!”

a joke. I even felt like smiling with distrust at

And, while he was brutally ripping my clothes

“I had to keep them. To keep track of the

this terrible joke. I mean...he was my Prince

off, I closed my eyes so that I wouldn't see

debt.” I wasn't sure if to believe him or not.

Charming, my Jay Z, he was my boyfriend,

those looks staring down on me. But I

“And...what is that I can do to help?” I asked,

the only guy in this whole world that ever

couldn't stop the song from playing loud and

staring at the chocolates' check.

gave me the so much longed for attention and

clear:

“Well...what all these girls do.” I took a quick

affection.

alright. Head of the list.

You really burned my heart

look at them. All frightened looks, except one,
who seemed to mock me or despise me...and

I wasn't going to do what he wanted me to do.

But I won't let us be apart.

the boys, the boys had that look that I had

And he saw that. So he grabbed my long hair

You just wanna cause me trouble

seen before on my mom's boyfriend. That's

and dragged me right in the middle of the

But I won't let you, I don't wanna!

when I got really scared. Started shaking.

room. He knocked me down on the cold

You brought me to the edge of desperation.

Probably crying, too.

marble floor. It was really cold and I felt with
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He rapped me. They were all gathered

At least I wasn’t the only one who was forced

We were beautiful and sexy only with some

around, to watch. And then...he pissed on me.

into it. We all were.

serious make-up on and only dressed in those

Literally.

tight body shaped clothes. We were beautiful
One of the girls came there convinced that

only when we were bringing back loads of

I wasn’t coming back home the next week. I

they were making money for their wedding.

money and when we just kept our mouths

wasn’t going back to school. My mom was to

Another one came from the belt road

shut.

believe that I ran off because I felt like it and

surrounding Bucharest, where she was sold,

We were stupid and we deserved the beatings

my grandma was to wonder the streets and

by force, to all the workers from the road

each time we didn’t bring enough money back

knock on all of my friends' doors, worried

construction companies. 300 workers and

home. And we must’ve been fools to believe

sick. No good, though. I wasn’t to be found.

she was forced to prostitute herself several

we deserved better. We didn’t.

times, with each.

Because we were born whores.

I started going to this bar every day. That was
the money maker place. And I produced lots

There was this other girl; her mother sold her

of money. Much more than he told me I owed

for

him. I tried to escape once. I went down to a

cigarettes…after being repeatedly raped by

cop who was at the bar. I told him my whole

her own father, who thought of it as a form of

story. I begged for help. But the cop was my

great fatherly love.

Prince Charming’s man. And when my boy

This other one was a student and she was in

heard about my attempt, he beat me. Feet

love and she came to live with him while he

kick in the stomach kind of beat, head held in

was supposed to work in the building

freezing water, until I was unable to breathe.

construction business.

a

vodka

bottle

and

a

pack

of

Well…I never tried escaping again. If “you try
this again, I swear I will kill that whore of a

Well, the idea is that we were all just a bunch

moher you've got and those lousy brothers of

of poor stupid girls who thought they

yours and your poor grandma.” I believed

deserved some boys’ love. We deserved

him.

nothing.
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Countries of
Exploatation

Denmark

2

Germany

1

Italy

7

Romania

7

Romania and Italy

1

Spain

3

Spain & Italy

1
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3 PSYCHIATRIST TREATMENTS
3 PRESCRIPTIONS FOR GLASSES
9 DENTAL ASSISTANCE

3 ORL TREATMENT
4 DERMATOLOGIST TREATMENT
1 NECK TREATMENT

3 LUNG TESTS

Chapter 3.
No more Prince Charming
and his Golden Manea.
More Cherry Girl
I found some courage when one of the girls
managed to escape. She had tried it once, but
got caught. They beat her like a dog and put

2 BIRTH
1 HIV TREATMENT
2 SIPHILYS TREATMENT

her in cold ice and made her suffer

1 INTESTINE TREATNMENT
5 GYNECOLOGIST TREATNMENTS

humiliations that would be impossible to
imagine for a human being living a normal
life. But, because we were no human beings,
we deserved any kind of punishment.

Medical
assistance
Given
to victims

1 2ND AND 3RD DEGREE BURNS
TREATMENT

And this girl, even after the beating, she
didn’t give up. She begged a client of hers to
get her out of that place and to give her some
money so that she can buy a ticket back home.
“I am no whore! I am no whore!” she
desperately repeated to the man, until he felt
sorry for her. He got her out of there, pleading
that he liked her so much that he wanted to
leave her a fat tip, many zeros involved.
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But this girl…she was really out. And, before

fighting to prove their manhood. That’s

she escaped, she left a message for me, with

because they were raped and sold as whores

Only he didn’t take her to the cash machine,

the bartender. He taught me to refuse to leave

and did all the things we did, too. And now

but straight to the airport. He bought her a

the bar when they came for us (they took us

they are struggling to be men again.

one way ticket to Romania and gave her some

with the van when our shift was off). It was

extra cash. He saved her. Back home, she

my right to do so and Prince Charming or his

We all have a story to tell. But we don’t feel

went to this shelter she had heard of,

friends couldn’t make me. I really didn’t know

like talking about it. I, for one, can talk about

especially for girls like us. That’s where I met

if to believe it or not. But I gave it a shot. I was

it only to Iana. Because I feel like she really

her, three months later.

desperate to get out of that life. Meanwhile,

wants to help me fight my fight. Mine and the

I had to wait a bit more. After her escape, they

the bartender promised to call an Italian NGO

girls’.

became

beatings

that fought prostitution. “The worst thing

happened more often. The “You are and never

that could happen is to get sold to some other

We’re all living under the same roof. Eating at

will be nothing but a whore” speech was

pimps” I remember thinking that way those

the same table, washing dishes, cleaning the

repeated to us, in different manners, more

few hours, while waiting in the bar.

rooms, taking care of ourselves, of the house

No one said no to that.

more

vigilant.

The

and of the dogs in the courtyard. Going to

times a day. And they told us this story that
this girl, who we were hoping to have escaped,

So I refused to leave the bar and to get into

school,

doing

homework.

Going

to

that she was actually moved to a massage

the van. I sat there until, surprisingly, some

specialization classes, college and even

salon in Romania. “She proved she deserved

real NGO people came to pick me up. The

University.

it.” they said.

bartender proved to be a good guy, in the end.

The massage thing was The Upgrade for us,

From the Italian center I was sent to a

No more tight skirts. Now my clothes fight me

the highest aspirational level of the ladder we

Romanian one. This is where I met the

just fine. I find them a bit large, actually. But

could climb. Although we all knew that

fugitive girl, my role model.

that's ok, because now I got fatter. They tell
me it's because of the whole healing process.

whether it was the salon, the bar or the side
road…it was the same thing for us: still

There are many girls like me in here, at the

whores.

center. And a couple of boys, too. They are

I’m in that point where I'm trying to learn to

struggling with identity issues and they are

look at myself in the mirror and see a
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beautiful face. It’s hard because I know that I

we have a trial, at the Court of Justice. That is

graduated from University, another one is

can only be beautiful with extra small clothes

where I see him. Together with many other of

married and, together with her husband, is

and with lots of make-up on.

his friends…about 20 people.

running an auto workshop, there’s this other

I’m going to school and I like to write a lot

I have to stand in front of them all and talk

us nice pot flowers and chocolates. And they

when I get back home. Or late in the night,

about all the things he and they did to me.

bring us these gifts because they like us just

when I have trouble sleeping. But probably

They shout and scream and wave their fists.

the way we are and because they believe we

my writing is quite bad, because I’m actually

And the judge doesn’t do anything about it.

are worth something.

not smart at all.

Because the law allows them this behaviour.

girl who has her own beauty salon. They bring

When I pass him by, I can hear him

That’s when I pull myself together and get

Iana disagrees and tries hard to convince me

whispering to my ear: “I love you, but…You

back in the fight. Because I want a life of my

of the contrary. I find it hard to believe that I

brought me to the edge of desperation.”

own. A self-made life, one in which I can buy
my own chocolates, one in which I choose to

am all the good things she says. But I’m trying
to. Because I think she really believes we can

I can’t remember how many times I came to

put just a pinch of make-up on my face, a life

make it. And she fights our fight with us and

the point of cutting my wrists with this song

in which I get paid for what and how I think, a

tries hard to provide for us.

rumbling inside my head. I feel like I’m stuck

life in which people look at me and see a

in a moment and don’t know if I’ll ever be able

cherry girl, a woman, a human being. Not a

So I try to. I go to school, I make plans…I’m

to get out of it. Iana is certain that I will, that

whore.

thinking maybe even college. I try not to think

I can and she helps me fight. But sometimes I

of any Prince Charming. He still comes to me,

can’t help wondering if I’m worthy of

Luceafăr** = The Evening Star, the main

sometimes, at night, in my sleep, like

anything else. If I can do better.

character in a poem written by the romanian
poet Mihai Eminescu. The Evening Star was

Luceafărul** to Cătălina.
And then so it happens that some of the old

Catalina's

Meanwhile, I have to see my Prince Charming

girls come and visit. They were here once, in

impossible, because they were of different

lover

and

their

love

was

from another lifetime. I finally decided to

my shoes. And now they tell us about their life

origins (one earthly and the other heavenly).

forward my complaint to the police. And now

after the center: one of them has recently

But their story was incredibly beautiful.
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Follow-up

54,5%
ENROLLED IN FURTHER EDUCATION

3
GAVE
NO STATEMENTS
TO THE POLICE

4

GAVE STATEMENTS
TO THE POLICE

9
HAVE THEIR CASES
IN COURT

info@reachingout.ro

